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the director ’s word
The CNA Consulting New Applications celebrated its four
years of activity at their booth at the Fair of Plastics in
Anhembi, in days 20 to 24 / 05.
Besides receiving visits from clients, friends and suppliers,
we use the fair to further solidify the partnership with
suppliers of molds, machines, accessories and equipment.
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MONTH MESSAGE
'' The success is a consequence of personal
attitudes and in group of individuals that
make up a company, where the commitment,
to meet customer needs and new challenges
with determination, makes the company have
success in what it claims to do . ''
(Fabiano Miguel Carvalho)

‘' We had a chance to open the booth space to receive
friends from Senai, between teachers and students,
partners, customer with projects current and many
potential new customers. The Fair was a success, thank you
all for this event. '’
Fabiano Carvalho
CNA Development

MACHINES/MOLDS
1. Monitoring of molds and production devices
2. Machine Tool and Machining CNC and
Conventional.
3. Mold Flow simulations and CAE.
4. Projects Molds and Machines.
5. Machines Extruders China
6. Injection molds (China, Portugal, Brazil)
contato@cnadesenvolvimento.com.br

CLASSIFIEDS/JOBS

Services Offered
- Consulting in plastic processing industries
- Product Development CAD/CAE
- Training

CASE CNA
case cna

1.Vacancy of Technical Plastics, knowledge
of injection of pieces techniques and small
(Paraiba Valley and region)
2. Vacancy for Technical Plastics for
monitoring and management of injection
molds of injection large scale. (Paraiba
Valley and region)

fabiano@cnadesenvolvimento.com.br

Domika and CNA establish partnership to enable its customers a complete view
of the life cycle of the product.
The CNA follows the entire development of a new product, seeking to exceed
expectations of quality and performance that the product will be in production.
The Domika, in turn, offers software and services that give the customer a clear
vision and real-time factory, indicating production rate charts, scrap and
rework. The systems of the Domika also allow that PCP has greater precision of
stocks and delivery times, therefore better plan the factory increasing the
effectiveness of their resources.
For both companies, the synergy between their products is reflected in the
increase in the number and value of business opportunities.
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